20
. Like a 41 phage, each particle can inject its DNA into a related cell, where the DNA may recombine with the 42 recipient's chromosome and perhaps change the cell's genotype (Fig. 1 ). GTA particles are typically 43 encoded by a cluster of head, tail and DNA-packaging genes strongly resembling those of known 44 temperate phages. 45
The best-studied GTA system is that of Rhodobacter capsulatus (RcGTA; (Marrs 1974; Lang et al. 46 2012; Lang et al. 2017) ). Genes for the RcGTA capsid (head, tail and DNA packaging) are together in a 47 models identify some conditions where GTA + populations are fitter than non-recombining populations, 85 these benefits depend on the highly improbable assumption that all steps proceed with 100% efficiency. 86
Finally, we examine whether recombination benefits (arising from a combination of epistasis and 87 regulation) can prevent GTAmutants from invading a GTA + population, or allow GTA + cells to invade 88 a GTApopulation. 89 90 RESULTS 91
We initially focused on two models where DNA transfer by GTA particles directly benefits the GTA 92 genes responsible for particle production, by transferring either the whole GTA cluster or single GTA-93 gene alleles. Because their benefit to GTA genes is direct, such 'selfish' explanations have the potential 94 to give much stronger selection than could arise from indirect benefits of general chromosomal 95 recombination. 96
The analysis of these two model versions shows that it is not enough for a GTA system to be potentially 153 self-transmissible, able to fit the full gene set into a single GTA particle. The fundamental factor 154 differentiating the GTA situation from other infectious-transfer models is that the GTA genes have no 155 autonomous replication mechanism. They are replicated only along with the rest of the cell's 156 chromosome, and thus can only be maintained against random mutation and deletion if they increase the 157 fitness of the genomes they are in. The rest of this work investigates ways that GTA-mediated 158 recombination of non-GTA genes (Fig. 1B) thus are unable to provide the consistent advantages needed to maintain the genes causing recombination 163 (Kondrashov 1982) . More reliable fitness effects can be created by recombination of deleterious alleles, 164 which are continually arising by mutation even in the best-adapted genomes (Robert et al. 2018) . 165
Development of our deleterious-mutation model was guided by the deterministic transformation model 166 of Redfield 1988 . It does not explicitly address the evolution of genes causing GTA, but instead 167 compares the mean fitnesses of pure populations that are either GTA + or GTA -. In such populations 168 benefits that arise from recombination of chromosomal alleles can increase the population's mean 169 fitness above the equilibrium set by the mutation rate. 170
The main steps in the model are labelled in Fig. 2 , key parameters are listed in Supplementary Table I,  171 and details are diagramed in Supplementary Figure A and explained in its legend. The model considers 172 a constant-size population large enough that stochastic processes such as genetic drift can be ignored. of recombination. All mutations have the same fitness cost s (s = 0.1); this allows all cells with the same 176 number of mutations to be considered together (individual cells and mutations are not tracked). A cell's 177 fitness depends on how many mutations it has, and is described by a multiplicative fitness function w = 178
(1 -s) i^α , where i is the number of mutations in the cell's genome and α is an epistasis superscript 179 coefficient that specifies how interactions between mutations affect fitness. The fitness functions used 180 are shown in Fig. 3 . 181 Figure 2 shows the results of example runs of the simulation using a simple multiplicative fitness 182 function (α = 1). Mutations accumulate over many generations until the population reaches a mutation-183 selection equilibrium; at this state the number of new mutations introduced in each generation equals the 184 number of mutations removed by selective deaths. In a non-recombining population, the mean fitness at 185 equilibrium has been shown mathematically to equal the fraction of the population that receives no new 186 mutations in one generation (Haldane 1937; Crow 1970) . When µ = 1.0, this value is 0.3678, a 187 prediction exactly matched by the simulated non-recombining population indicated by the green dashed 188 line in Fig. 2 . 189 GTA production and recombination: In each model generation, some cells activate their GTA genes 190 (with probability pGTA), package their entire genome into GTA particles, and lyse. The distribution of 191 mutations in the resulting GTA particles is calculated with a matrix giving the binomial probabilities of 192 producing particles with j mutations from a genome with i mutations. For most tests pGTA was varied 193 from 0 to 0.15; setting pGTA = 0 provided a no-recombination control. For comparison 0.1-3% of R. 194 capsulatus cells produce RcGTA (Fogg et al. 2012) , and 6-14% of B. henselae cells produce BaGTA 195 (Québatte et al. 2017). 196 Since our goal was to identify conditions where recombination increases fitness, the model maximized 197 the simulated recombination efficiency by assuming that surviving cells take up all the DNA in the GTA particles. This was modeled by setting the fraction of each cell's genome replaced by recombination to 199 also equal pGTA. The binomial matrix described above was also used to calculate how recombination 200 with DNA in GTA particles changed the mutation distribution of the surviving cells. 201
When α = 1 (medium grey line in Fig. 3 ) there is no epistasis, and each new mutation reduces fitness by 202 the same factor, regardless of how many other mutations are in the genome. It is well established that, 203 in the absence of epistasis, recombination in such models will not change the equilibrium fitness of a 204 population, because the distribution of mutations remains random (Smith 1968; Redfield 1988 ). The 205 yellow dashed line in Fig. 2 and the blue dots and line in Fig. 4 show control no-epistasis (α = 1) 206 simulations where recombination occurred but lysis did not (as if cells magically released GTA particles 207 to the environment without cell lysis). The blue dashed line in Fig. 4B shows that, as expected, all values 208 of pGTA gave the same equilibrium mean fitness as populations with no recombination. The orange 209 lines in Fig. 2 and 4B show the more realistic situation where all cells that have produced GTA are 210 removed from the population. With this lysis-simulating step included, the mean fitness for pGTA = 0.1 211 falls to a lower equilibrium ( Fig. 2 , orange line), and the equilibrium mean fitnesses for a range of 212 pGTA values fall linearly as GTA production and recombination increase, due to the increasing fraction 213 of cells that lyse. 214
Recombination benefits arising from epistasis:
to depend on how many other mutations are already present, recombination will increase or decrease 217 equilibrium mean fitness, depending on the direction of the epistasis effect (Eshel and Feldman 1970) . 218
Values of α less than 1 give conditions where the impact of each additional mutation is reduced in 219
proportion to the number of other mutations already present (light grey line in Fig. 3 ). With this 'antagonistic' epistasis, recombination will reduce equilibrium mean fitness below that of a non-221 recombining population. 222
Selection with high epistasis improves the equilibrium fitness of the population because it imposes a 223 higher per-mutation cost on cells with heavy mutation loads. This shifts the distribution of mutations in 224 the population so it is skewed towards lower mutation loads (no longer random). In the absence of 225 recombination this reduces the average number of mutations per cell but this reduction does not change 226 the mean equilibrium fitness because the skew makes selection less efficient. Recombination removes 227 the skew, randomizing the distribution around the new lower mean load and increasing the proportion of 228 cells with high numbers of mutations. This allows selection to more efficiently remove mutations from 229 the population (one cell death removes many mutations), resulting in a higher population fitness at 230 equilibrium. Supp. Fig. B . shows the effects of different levels of epistasis on equilibrium mutation 231 distributions; outcomes are shown in Fig. 4 . 232
The effect of antagonistic epistasis (α = 0.8) is shown in Fig. 4A . Increasing GTA production reduces 233 the population's equilibrium fitness even in the absence of lysis (blue dashed line), and reduces it more 234 strongly when lysis occurs (orange line). Fig. 4C and 4D show results for α = 1.2 and 1.5 respectively. 235
In both cases the equilibrium mean fitness rises with increasing GTA production, but the rapid increase 236
for low values of pGTA slows as recombination increases, and is eventually overcome by the linearly 237 increasing cost of cell lysis (compare blue and orange lines). 238
This result shows that benefits of recombination can, in ideal cases, overcome the cost of GTA 239 production. Before examining the effects of relaxing the model's assumptions, we considered another 240 way in which benefits might arise. controls. In R. capsulatus, RcGTA levels are highest at the onset of stationary phase, and production is 244 increased by nutrient stress (amino acid depletion and the stringent response). Both the RcGTA cluster 245 and the capsule polysaccharide recognized by the particles are regulated by ctrA (a regulator of 246 regulators) and by a quorum-sensing system (reviewed by Lang et al. 2017 ). This regulation has been 247 interpreted as a mechanism to maximize expression at high cell densities and under stressful conditions. 248
In contrast, production and uptake of the Bartonella GTA is highest in rapidly growing cells, which has 249 been interpreted as a mechanism to maximize transmission of beneficial alleles (Québatte et al. 2017) . 250
Could a population's equilibrium mean fitness be improved by restricting GTA production and/or 251 recombination to either low-fitness or high-fitness subpopulations? To test this, we introduced fitness-252 based criteria for participation in these steps, with low-fitness induction corresponding to the R. 253 capsulatus pattern and high-fitness induction corresponding to the Bartonella pattern. A pair of logistic 254 functions were used to specified how GTA production or recombination depended on mutation load 255 (illustrated in Fig. 5 ). The high-fitness function ('high-log') identifies cells whose genomes are well-256 matched to their environment, with few or no deleterious mutations; the low-fitness function ('low-log') 257 identifies cells whose genomes are poorly matched to their environment, with many deleterious 258 mutations. Because each function's shape depends on the mean number of mutations in the population, 259 its values were calculated anew for each generation. For GTA production, this fitness regulation was 260 superimposed on the probability of activating the GTA genes (i.e. the regulation determined the 261 subpopulation to which the pGTA probability would then be applied). We determined the equilibrium 262 fitnesses resulting from all 9 combinations of these functions in the absence of epistasis ( Fig. 6 ). 263
In principle, regulation can alter several factors that impact fitness. Factors 1 and 2 are the quality of the 264 DNA in the GTA fragments and in the cells that recombine with this DNA -for example, DNA from high-fitness cells will more often increase the fitness of low-fitness cells. Factor 3 is the fitness 266 distribution of the cells that lyse -loss of high-fitness cells will reduce population fitness more than loss 267 of low-fitness cells. Factor 4 is the effect of recombination on population fitness -because regulation 268 skews the mutation distribution in the DNA sources and the recombining population, it allows 269 recombination to change the distribution of mutations even in the absence of epistasis. 270 Fig. 6 shows the effects of regulating GTA production, GTA recombination, or both (Panels A, B or C). 271
In each panel the blue dashed line is fitness in the absence of GTA production, and the orange line is the 272 same data as Fig. 4B (no epistasis and no regulation; all cells participate but there is no benefit of 273 recombination). In Fig. 6A , only GTA production is regulated. Restricting GTA production to high-274
fitness cells (red line) increased fitness just sufficiently to overcome the cost of lysis when pGTA is low, 275 but not when pGTA is high. Importantly, in the absence of lysis this increase of fitness was linear with 276 increasing GTA production (Supp Fig. C, panel B ), suggesting that it was a direct consequence of the 277 higher DNA quality (Factor 1), not an indirect effect of recombination (Factor 4). Restricting GTA 278 production to low-fitness cells (green line) gave a much smaller benefit, though still slightly better than 279 with no regulation. Comparison to the no-lysis control ( GTA production and recombination are limited to high-fitness cells (red line), fitness is increased even 291 though producer cells lyse. The curve is very similar to that seen with strong synergistic epistasis (α = 292 1.5) in Fig. 4D , with benefits decreasing when the amount of GTA production gets too high. The green 293 line shows the opposite regulation pattern, limiting both GTA production and recombination to low-294 fitness cells. Here recombination is just beneficial enough to overcome the cost of cell lysis (the blue 295 line is behind the green line). 296
No benefits were seen with the two 'contrary' regulatory combinations ('high-low' and 'low-high'). 297
Providing high-fitness DNA to low-fitness cells (Supp. The above analyses showed that both synergistic epistatic interactions and high-fitness-dependent despite the extreme cost of producing GTA particles. Combining both kinds of benefits further 311 increased equilibrium fitness ( Fig. 7) . We next tested the effects of relaxing the model's assumptions. 312
Relaxing the assumptions: 313
The recombination benefits identified above should depend on the assumptions underlying the model, 314 since these were chosen to maximize benefits and minimize costs. We examined the impacts of three of 315 these factors: survival of GTA particles from one generation to another, the efficiency of GTA 316 production and recombination, and the competitive successes of GTA + and GTAcells in mixed 317 populations. 318 GTA turnover: In the regulated simulations described above, any leftover GTA particles were 319 discarded before the next generation (if, for example, more GTA particles were produced than were 320 taken up by the recipients). Introducing a 'turnover' control that caused 50% of any unused GTA 321 particles to survive to the next generation did not change the equilibrium mean fitness of any simulation, 322 though it sometimes slightly slowed the approach to equilibrium. 323
Efficiency of GTA production and recombination: The basic model assumed that GTA production 324 and recombination have perfect efficiency, with all the chromosomal DNA of the producer cells being 325 packaged and recombined into the recipient genomes. Much lower efficiencies will be typical of the 326 real biological processes involved; substantial losses are very likely at production and assembly of 327 capsid proteins, packaging of chromosomal DNA into GTA particles, survival of particles in the 328 environment, encounters of particles with suitable recipient cells, injection and transport of DNA into 329 the recipient cytoplasm, and eventual recombination or degradation of the DNA (see Discussion). 330
To capture the combined effects of these limitations, a single efficiency term eff was introduced into the 331 model to specify the fraction of the DNA in the producing cells' genomes that successfully recombines with recipient cells. Figure 8 shows the effects of reducing efficiency to different extents, for the 333 combined epistasis and regulatory functions giving the highest benefits. Even 20% efficiency (red line), 334 which is still much higher than expected for real GTA transmission (see Discussion), caused the benefits 335 to be almost completely overwhelmed by the cost of lysis (a tiny benefit remained at the lowest amount 336 of recombination). The cause is simple: when efficiencies are low, populations experience the full lysis 337 costs but obtain only reduced recombination benefits. 338
Competitiveness in mixed populations:
The pure-population model we have considered to this point 339 does not directly address the evolutionarily critical question of whether cells that produce GTA can 340 outcompete non-producers. This is likely to be complex, in part because the epistasis-based 341 recombination benefits depend on population structure, not on individual genotypes, and in part because 342 only GTA producers experience the lysis cost but all cells able to accept DNA from GTA particles can 343 get the recombination benefits. 344
To determine whether equilibrium populations of GTA + cells could resist invasion by rare GTAcells, 345
we simulated GTAand GTA + subpopulations for 50 generations under the conditions of the most-346 beneficial GTA + equilibria described above, as if we were following a small group of GTAor GTA + 347 cells in the large GTA + population. Subpopulations were assumed to be so small that their activities did 348 not affect the bulk properties of the large equilibrium population. 349 production, GTAcells increase in a GTA + population even if they cannot take up GTA DNA (Fig. 9C ) 365
and GTA + cells decrease in a large GTApopulation even if they can sequester the benefits of 366 recombination (Fig. 9D ). As with previous simulations, the outcomes of control competitions favour 367 GTA + cells when the producer-lysis step is eliminated from the model. 368
Taken together, the results in Figs. 8 and 9 show that, under realistic conditions, the benefits of 369 recombination will not be able to maintain GTA+ populations. 370
371

DISCUSSION: 372
Most microbiologists remain confident that horizontal gene transfer is consistently beneficial and 373 strongly selected, despite the 50-year failure of population geneticists to find benefits of recombination 374 sufficient to explain the evolution and persistence of sexual reproduction (Maynard Smith 1971; Barton beneficial transfer events in bacterial genomes. But inferring the value of recombination from 377 successful genomes is like inferring the value of lottery tickets from news about the big winners-the 378 costs to the many losers are hidden from our view. 379
The discoverers of gene transfer agent chose this name because "… in the absence of evidence for viral 380 involvement we favor considering this system as a bacterial mechanism that exists because of the 381 selective advantage which the capability for genetic exchange might confer." (Solioz et al. 1975) . The modeling we have done shows that lysis of GTA-producer cells imposes a selective cost that 397 overwhelms potential benefits of genetic exchange, but how solid is the evidence that lysis is needed for encode endolysis and holin proteins that disrupt the host cell envelope (Young et al. 2000) . Proteins 400 with strong similarity to these are required for RcGTA release; they are encoded separately from the 401 main GTA cluster but induced by the same cckA regulation (Westbye et al. 2013) . Consistent with a cell 402 lysis function of the endolysin, overexpression in E. coli causes cell lysis, and a knockout decreases the 403 release of cytoplasmic components into the medium during GTA production. In Bartonella, cells that 404 express the GTA genes are usually unable to form a colony, suggesting that their viability is severely 405 In principle, preferential replication of the GTA gene cluster or preferential packaging of GTA genes 417 into particles could help overcome the cost of lysis. However, the GTA gene clusters lack the 418 replication components of typical prophages, so they are not over-represented in the DNA available for 419 packaging. Those GTA clusters that have been investigated also lack the equivalent of a cos DNA-420 packaging site and a cos-recognition protein, which would be needed for preferential packaging. In fact, Our results showed that substantial recombination benefits can be also generated by regulation that 434 restricts GTA production and recombination to the most-fit members of the population. Although such 435 regulation is easy to simulate, it would not be easy to implement using the known bacterial regulatory 436 systems, which are adapted to detect specific directly-remediable problems and which. even in 437 combination, would not detect most of the declines in fitness caused by random mutations. 438
Human brains are proficient at developing 'adaptive just-so stories' to explain the phenotypes they 439 observe (Kipling 1902 prevent GTA production by cells carrying mutations that affect amino acid supply, but it might also 453 simply ensure that the cells' amino acid supply will be sufficient for synthesis of the capsid proteins. 454
This work was unable to investigate a third way that benefits of recombination can arise -compensating 455 for stochastic loss of functional alleles in small populations (Muller's Ratchet, Muller 1964) . In small 456 populations of bacteria, horizontal gene transfer can slow the accumulation of harmful mutations 457 (Takeuchi et al. 2014 ). However, the magnitude of the effect is similar to that of the processes we 458 investigated in large populations, and thus is no more likely to overcome the cost of lysis than are 459 benefits arising from epistasis or regulation. 460 Although model benefits generated by appropriate epistasis or regulation could overcome the lysis cost 461 of GTA production, they depended on highly optimistic assumptions about the efficiencies of GTA 462 production and recombination. Many factors are likely to reduce real efficiencies far below the 20% 463 limit we found in simulations that incorporated both type of benefits. First, only a fraction of a producer 464 cell's genome is likely to be packaged. A burst size of ~100 GTA particles per producer cell (typical of 465 the DNA-phage relatives of GTAs) would leave about 90% of the genome unpackaged. Packaging an 466 entire genome into GTA particles would require an unusually efficient packaging mechanism and before packaging would increase the potential burst size, it would also increase the demands on the 469 GTA-production machinery. Second, most particles may not survive long enough to attach to a 470 recipient cell -the discoverers of RcGTA reported that the particles were destabilized by what were 471 thought to be innocuous variations in culture and storage conditions (Solioz et al. 1975 ). GTA particles 472 will also be lost to diffusion; unless suitable recipients are quite dense many particles may never 473 encounter a recipient to attach to. Dense cultures may create a different problem if recipients are so 474 closely related that transferred fragments rarely carry a different genotype, and quorum-sensing 475 regulation may act to optimize these competing density effects. Another inefficiency arises because the 476 uptake mechanism allows only one of the two DNA strands in the GTA particle to enter the cytoplasm 477 and frequencies of transduction by a kanR marker (2.4x10 -2 -4.7x10 -1 ) imply transduction efficiencies 502 greater than 100%, which suggests that processes other than GTA transduction may be responsible. 503
The gold standard for showing that a specific allele or other genetic variant is evolutionarily favoured is 504 analysis of invasion and stability conditions. Tests of invasion determine whether individuals with the 505 variant can increase in frequency after being introduced into a large population of individuals with the 506 standard genotype, and tests of stability determine the converse, whether individuals with the standard 507 genotype can increase in frequency when introduced into a large population with the variant genotype. 508
The analyses in Fig. 9 show that GTA + cells failed both tests when efficiency was as high as 20%, and 509 succeeded at higher efficiencies only when they could sequester the benefits of GTA particles away 510 from the GTAcells. 511
Our model was designed to have broad applicability, but some features of the Bartonella GTA system 512 deserve special consideration. Although BaGTA, like RcGTA, randomly packages the available cluster causes the GTA genes and adjacent DNA to be overrepresented in GTA particles (~2-fold to 8-515 fold). The ~2-fold overrepresentation of the GTA genes is not sufficient to allow their selfish 516 maintenance, but the adjacent region contains genes important for host interactions, and it has been 517 suggested that the runoff replication has evolved to enhance the benefits of exchanging these genes 518 (Berglund et al. 2009 ). However, the conclusions of our recombination model still apply in this 519 situation, especially since Bartonella spp. are facultative intracellular pathogens with limited 520 opportunities for DNA transfer. 521
What forces maintain the gene transfer agent genes in real bacteria, if the benefits of gene transfer 522 cannot do it? We do not know. The simplest explanation would be a direct benefit of the GTA genes to 523 the cells carrying them. However, such a benefit would need to act when the genes are not fully 524 activated, and to be strong enough to compensate for the cost of lysis when they are. It would also need 525 to account for maintenance of all the genes needed for GTA production, so benefits arising from co-526 option of a single phage-derived gene would not suffice. 527
Might GTA particles benefit recipients in ways that do not depend on general recombination? One 528 attractive possibility is that GTA particles may serve as a vaccine system when a population first 529 encounters a new phage. If infected cells packaged fragments of phage DNA into GTA particles before 530 lysing, those particles might transmit the phage DNA into uninfected cells, where it could trigger 531 development of CRISPR-cas9 immunity. 532
Modeling of evolutionary processes is a powerful tool for constraining hypotheses about the 533 consequences of genetic processes and natural selection, but it can never replace either laboratory 534 experiments or studies of natural populations. Our model showed that efficiency of transmission is a 535 critical factor, so we now need experimental data on lysis effects, burst sizes, particle stability and 536 have shown that GTA genes evolve under the same kinds of constraints as other chromosomal 538 genes (Shakya et with epistasis this was increased (antagonistic epistasis) or decreased (synergistic epistasis), to ensure 550 that no more than 10 -9 of the population was lost to truncation at each generation. A DNA matrix was 551 calculated before each run, to store the probabilities P ij that DNA fragments of size r from cells with i 552 mutations will contain j mutations. P = i!/((j! * (i-j)!) * r j * (1-r) i-j 553
Within each generation the steps were as follows: 554 Selection: To simulate selection, the fraction of each mutation class that survives this step is 555 calculated by a fitness function with the form w = (1 -s) i^α , where i is the number of mutations in the 556 cell's genome and α is an epistasis coefficient that specifies how interactions between mutations class that may produce GTA particles, and pGTA determines the subfractions of these fractions that 560 actually do produce GTAs. The distribution of mutations in the GTA particles is calculated as the 561 product of the DNA matrix and these subfractions. This distribution is then randomized about its 562 mean to simulate uptake of multiple short DNA fragments rather than a single long one of length 563
pGTA. 564
Lysis: To simulate the loss by lysis of the cells that produce GTA, the subfraction of cells that 565 produces GTA particles is subtracted from each mutation class. 566
Recombination: Simulating recombination requires two steps at each generation. First the DNA 567 matrix is used to calculate, from the GTA distribution, a generation-specific Recombination matrix 568 (Rec_matrix) that gives, for each mutation class, the distribution of changed genotypes after GTA-569 mediated recombination. Rec_matrix is then applied to the distribution of mutation classes after the 570 lysis step, to calculate the new mutation distribution. 
